The PES governing board has approved the recommendation of the search committee to appoint **Professor Daniel Kirschen, FIEEE**, for the role of Editor-in-Chief for IEEE Transactions on Energy Markets, Policy and Regulation effective from 1st May 2022. Prof Kirschen is Donald W and Ruth Mary Close Professor of power and energy systems at the University of Washington. He is very well known for his research and well referred book in power system economics.

The position was announced in February 2022 in Powerglobe and other channels. A selection committee comprised of all current Editors-in-Chief (EICs) of the Power and Energy Society (PES) Trans, chaired by the Vice President (Publications), have independently reviewed the credentials of all six candidates expressing interest. Three were invited for further conversations with the panel. The candidates were offered the opportunity to present their vision and leadership strategy to establish the image and esteem of this brand-new transaction.

On behalf of PES publications I would like to thank Prof Mohammed Shahidehpour, FIEEE and member of NAE to let us tap his advice and experience throughout the process of seeking the approval for a new Transactions from IEEE publications over the past 2 years.

The PES Publications look forward to engaging more with the power engineering community for enhanced author and readership experience.

Sincerely yours
Bikash Pal
Imperial College London